
New Definition of Fire Protection 
in SMB Scenarios

  

Dahua AI-Fire smoke sensing network cameras, 
the revolutionary combination of �re alarm and CCTV

Smoke Sensing Flame Detection Visual Linkage



Pain Points

AI-Fire Smoke Sensing Camera for Fire Prevention

Background

In convenience stores, small and 
medium-sized restaurants, indoor 
warehouses and garbage rooms, 
smouldering fires or fast-burning 
flaming fires that occur at night or 
during unattended periods will 
easily cause life and property loss if 
they cannot be detected in a timely 
and effective manner and alert 
owners and managers.

System Barrier 
Fire alarm systems and CCTV systems are normally separated, so the linkage 
between two systems cannot be achieved, which may lead to the invalid 
manual inspection caused by false alarms and cannot provide accurate video 
for fire cause analysis.

Dahua 5MP IR AI-fire smoke sensing network camera has the characteristics of high sensitivity and stability. 
Based on the mounting bracket, it can be easily installed on the ceiling. With built-in high-decibel buzzer 
and LED indicator, it will send out a visual and audible alarm signal in time to remind users to take effective 
measures immediately when the smoke and flame appear.

Lack of Effective Notification 
Notification from general fire alarm systems especially smoke detectors only 
works when effectively alerts people staying around, however in the evening 
or the unattended periods, lacking effective notification for the shop owners 
will result in the property loss.

Limited Function 
General smoke detectors in fire alarm systems can only recognize smouldering 
and slow-burning fire, however, the detection of fast-burning flaming fire 
could be the crucial part of fire detection and fire alarm.



Product Values

Product Details

Dual-dimension Detection 
AI-Fire smoke sensing camera integrates with a smoke 
chamber and an AI camera, designed for smouldering fire 
detection and fast-burning flaming fire recognition, which 
would offer users comprehensive protection for their 
properties and lives.

Visual Linkage 
When smoke is detected, the camera will enable the 
video recording automatically. Especially in restaurants, 
warehouses and garbage rooms, this will help the shop 
owners become labor-saving for fire alarm inspection or 
offer a convenience for them to do analysis after fire.

Remote Notification
When an alarm triggers in the evening or during unattended 
periods, notifications will be pushed to the shop owners to 
quick response via email, NVR, Dahua security software 
platform DSS Pro or Dahua mobile app DMSS.

7x24 Smoke Detection 
Built-in 3-year lithium battery allows smoke sensing 
function work properly even when the main power is cut 
off to achieve 24/7 smoke detection protection and 80dB 
alarm sound when there is a fire alarm.

DC12V / PoE and 3V lithium back-up battery

1/2.7" CMOS, 2.0mm focal length

Horizontal: 144°; Vertical: 92°; Diagonal: 179.6°

5MP Max. Resolution

30 m2– 60 m2 Smoke Detection Protection Area

At least 80 dB (A) at 3 m Alarm Sound Pressure

DHI-HY-SAV849HAP-E/DHI-HY-SAV849HAN-E
AI-Fire Smoke Sensing Network Camera

Flame Smoke

7x24
Smoke Detection



Recommended Scenarios

Recommened Solution

Protection Coverage

DMSSSwitch / Router

Wireless Network

Network Cable

NVR 4 SeriesPCDSS

Office

Small Restaurants Convenience Shops Indoor Warehouses Garbage Rooms

144

h=3M

R=9.23M

Flame Detection Coverage

*：The installation height is 3 meter.

(267m )*2

Smoke Detection Coverage
(30m -60m )2 2

PS：The actual performance and data 
may deviate，depending on the actual 
installation conditions on the site.
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